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The world's greatest computer is completely personal, portable, free and wireless --
and is found inside your head.

One of the best things in life is learning and using your head to think, to solve
mysteries and puzzles and to find solutions to things. This is when we experience a
sense of mastery, and we also improve ourselves and become happier when we
develop our mental potential.

Help your children to develop their mental skills and potential by setting them fun
tasks where they can crack codes, solve riddles and be creative. Remember;
children love learning and discovering stuff. And in this book, learning and having
fun are one and the same thing!

Here the little brain, Tenki, presents a wide range of fun tasks with lots of different
levels and categories. So let your children try some exciting brain training! Perhaps
you'll even enjoy it too.  Just bear in mind that sometimes children are quicker than
grown-ups ...
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